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Abstract— With continuously increasing on-chip frequencies
and shortening signal rise times, inductance effects pose severe
difficulties on efficient timing analysis. This work analyzes the
effects of inductive coupling in conjunction with capacitive
coupling on power consumption and different timing param-
eters in high-speed on-chip parallel interconnects. We show
that crosstalk, noise, signal integrity, signal rise and fall times,
as well as power consumption strongly depend on the data
toggling pattern. We also point out that the worst and best case
switching patterns are different in the case of lines dominated
either by capacitive coupling or by inductive coupling. In order
to notice and analyze these variations, various scenarios are
considered, such that different combinations of the two types
of coupling are obtained. We show that classically employed
figures of merit developed for line inductance do not hold when
inductive coupling becomes important and simple models that
take into consideration only line inductance and capacitive
coupling fail to accurately predict those toggling patterns. In
order to assess the accuracy of our results, we have carried
out numerous parameter extraction steps with 3D field solvers
and extensive experiments with SPICE simulations.

Index Terms— On-Chip Interconnects, Capacitive and In-
ductive Coupling, Timing, Power Consumption.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, the influence of the on-chip
interconnect structure on performance, area, and power
dissipation increased steadily. Interconnect-related latency
and energy dissipation issues have become so stringent that
numerous design and research engineers even claim that
interconnects have replaced transistors as the main deter-
minants of chip performance [1]. Moreover, it is generally
predicted that in upcoming technologies, interconnects will
be responsible for the majority of the signal degradation in
high-speed systems [2].

With every new technological node, power dissipation in
interconnects scales up due to increasing coupling capaci-
tance between neighboring lines [3]. Furthermore, the need
for performance rapidly pushes operating frequencies in the
GHz domain, thereby dramatically reducing rise and fall
times. In addition, inductive effects also became significant
in global and intermediate lines due to a reduction in their
wire resistance. Consequently, line and mutual inductive
as well as capacitive effects cannot be neglected anymore,
and resulting variations in delay, power consumption, over-
shoots, and inductive crosstalk become critical bottlenecks
in integrated circuit performance [4], [5].

In contrast to capacitive coupling, which is a short-range
effect, self and mutual inductance are difficult to extract
and to simulate as they are functions of closed current

loops [6]–[8]. The determination of such current paths
is a rather tedious task, and as an alternative approach,
the PEEC (Partial Equivalent Elements Circuit) method
emerged [9]–[11]. In addition to the extensive research done
in inductance extraction and modeling, the effects of on-
chip inductance on various aspects of integrated circuit
performance have also been often highlighted [11], [12].
Furthermore, in order to mitigate capacitive and inductive
coupling effects, techniques like shielding, buffer insertion,
line widening, wire separation, and net ordering have been
proposed [13]–[15].

In this work, we focus on the capability of several elec-
trical interconnect models to accurately predict crosstalk,
signal delay, rise and fall times, and power consumption
in on-chip parallel buses. The performed simulations and
analyses show that power consumption and timing parame-
ters like crosstalk, noise, signal integrity, signal rise and fall
times, strongly depend on both geometric wire parameters
and data toggling patterns, and do not obey general rules
as mentioned in previous work. Furthermore, we point out
that the worst and best case switching patterns are different
in the case of lines dominated either by capacitive coupling
or by inductive coupling and that this significant difference
appears mainly because of two reasons: first, due to the
distinct nature of the coupling, which is of long range for
inductance and of short range for capacitance; and second,
because of their opposite effects when aggressor and victim
toggle synchronously in the same direction, i.e. a slower
transition for inductive coupling and a faster switching for
the capacitive one.

Another contribution of this work is the outcome that
worst and best case switching patterns for those para-
meters differ significantly as a function of the employed
interconnect model and that simple models including only
coupling capacitances and line inductances fail to accurately
predict the worst and best cases for the toggling patterns.
Additionally, another main contribution of this work is
the outcome that the classically employed figures of merit
developed for line inductance do not hold when inductive
coupling becomes important. Consequently, the selection of
the right model is extremely critical and more conservative
rules should be used for the inclusion of mutual inductances.
Further, because of the different possible magnitude of the
two couplings, the worst case and best case toggling patterns
vary in a very complex manner. For this purpose, we
consider various scenarios, such that different combinations
of the two types of coupling can be observed. Based on
these scenarios, we explain the way inductive and capacitive
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coupling interact to produce different worst and best case
toggling patterns. The different possible relations between
the effects of self- and mutual inductance and the effects
of capacitive coupling is determinant in finding the best
and worst case pattern. The accuracy of the results has
been assessed by means of extensive SPICE simulations
and parameter extraction procedures with 3D solvers.

This paper is organized as follows. First, section II high-
lights the most important interconnect-related scaling issues
in Very Deep Sub-Micron (VDSM) technology nodes. Here,
the focus lies on indicating the different types of coupling
occurring in local, intermediate and global interconnects.
Afterwards, section III gives a brief overview on on-chip
interconnect modeling and model selection. The main point
is twofold: on the one hand, to give an overview on how
to choose the model of least complexity; and on the other,
to discuss the figures of merit proposed for the inclusion of
line inductance. Further, based on the previous two sections,
Section IV goes into details on the simulation environment,
i.e. the employed electrical interconnect models and the
corresponding parameter extraction procedure. Section V is
dedicated to the analysis of crosstalk and timing parameters
(delay and rise time), while section VI discusses the effects
of capacitive and inductive coupling on power consumption.
The paper ends with some concluding remarks.

II. INTERCONNECT SCALING

Technological issues form the underlying background for
every analysis related to on-chip interconnects. In order
to provide a solid foundation for an understanding of
interconnect-related VDSM effects, this section discusses
interconnect scaling and its influence on performance and
power consumption. The goal is twofold: to show that both
capacitive and inductive coupling will play increasingly
important roles in nanometer high-speed IC design and that
depending on the type of buses, i.e. local, intermediate, or
global, the two types of coupling will play different roles.

Technology scaling refers to the systematic rules em-
ployed to miniaturize devices while maintaining or improv-
ing their characteristics in terms of speed, power-efficiency
and reliability. Those methodologies, together with advances
in device integration and lithography, have resulted in a
steady reduction of device feature sizes over the past years.
We will focus on the interconnect scaling trends in the
following.

At first glance, the theory of MOS device scaling suggests
that signal wires should be scaled down by the same
factor as active devices, so that the chip area can be
reduced. However, as the wire cross section shrinks, the
conducting characteristics of the wires degrade. In order
to address these two conflicting requirements, interconnect
scaling in sub-micrometer technologies can be split into two
distinct components: local and global wire scaling. Note,
that sometimes also a third component, i.e. the intermediate
wire scaling, is considered. Local wires refer to lower
metalization layers, which are normally used to connect
nearby gates within a given digital module. On the opposite,
global wires are used for connections among blocks, and

for power and clock routing. The fundamental differences
between these two types of wires suggest different scaling
strategies. Two typical scenarios [8] are depicted in Table I,
where α represents the scaling factor.

A major concern for the scaling of local wires is how
to maintain the high integration density provided by the
smaller device features. In order to accomplish this goal,
both wire width and thickness are scaled down. Conse-
quently, the wire cross-section is reduced, as well as its
conductance per unit length. Since the capacitance per unit
length is kept almost constant and the mean wire length
decreases, the RC delay is not strongly altered by scaling.
The main drawback of this approach is the increase in the
current density of the wires, which reduces the reliability of
the system. To cope with this problem, the wire thickness
is reduced by a smaller factor in the so-called quasi-ideal
scaling. Thus, the RC delay is improved by a factor of

√
α,

and the current density does not increase as rapidly as in
the previous scenario.

Despite these valuable advantages, the technique suffers
from a major drawback related to the increased aspect
ratio of the wires. As the wire thickness gets larger than
the width, the manufacturing process requires deep and
narrow trenches which are difficult to produce. Further-
more, the capacitance between neighboring wires increases
dramatically and becomes the dominant factor of the total
wire capacitance. The consequence is higher crosstalk noise
that degrades the signal integrity and modifies the power
consumption of the bus line drivers [3]. Because local wires
are generally very short, self and mutual inductance will
not play an important role, and thus, local lines will be
characterized almost exclusively by capacitive coupling.

If the ideal or quasi-ideal scaling methodologies previ-
ously discussed were applied to global wires, an unaccept-
able performance loss would occur. The reason is the dif-
ferent mean wire length behavior for local and global wires.
Since global wires connect blocks, their length depends on
the chip area, and increases with a factor of approximately√

α. The consequence is an unacceptable increase in the RC
delay. To palliate this problem, constant dimension scaling
may be applied. In this case, the dimensions of upper layer
wires are not modified, and, thus, an improved RC delay
can be achieved (see Table I). Obviously, the drawback is a
drop in the routing resources at the upper levels. Moreover,

TABLE I
WIRE SCALING SCENARIOS FOR LOCAL AND GLOBAL INTERCONNECT.

Local wiring Global wiring
Ideal
Scaling

Quasi-ideal
Scaling

Ideal
Scaling

Constant
Dimensions

Wire width 1/α 1/α 1/α 1
Wire thickness 1/α 1/

√
α 1/α 1

Wire length 1/α 1/α
√

α
√

α

Resistance α2 α3/2 α2 1
Capacitance 1 ≈ 1 1 1
RC delay 1 1/

√
α α3 α

Current density α
√

α α 1/α
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with increasing wire length and rise times inductive ef-
fects cannot be neglected anymore [8]. Therefore, inductive
coupling will play an important role in global as well as
intermediate wires. However, an interesting observation can
be added at this point. Being a long-range effect, inductive
coupling allows neighbors of order higher than two to
become inductive aggressors. In the case of neighbors of
order one, one cannot know a priori whether they are
inductive or capacitive aggressors. This is decided by wire
geometries, propagation time, and rise times. Basically, for
one line we expect to have three major cases when inductive
and capacitive coupling appear: first, the very inductive
case when the first-order neighbor is an inductive aggressor;
second, the medium inductive case for which the first-order
neighbor is a capacitive aggressor but overall, the cumulated
effect of all inductive aggressors dominates the effect of the
capacitive ones; and third, the less inductive case when the
capacitive effect of the first-order neighbors outweighs the
added effect of all inductive aggressors. As a first order
approximation, we can expect the first and second case to
show up more in global buses and the second and third to
be typical for intermediate wires.

III. INTERCONNECT MODELS

In this work, we want to model typical scenarios for
global and intermediate parallel buses. First, our goal is
to choose the most appropriate interconnect model. In this
section, we therefore briefly discuss interconnect models of
varying complexity and give an overview of basic criteria to
choose among them. For very detailed expositions on this
topic, the interested reader is referred to [2], [4], [16], [17].

In a wide sense, high-speed interconnects can be defined
as interconnects in which signals propagate in a very short
time. Though, small propagation times require very fast rise
times, and when the rise times become comparable to the
propagation times or the line losses are not negligible, the
line actually electrically isolates the driver from the receiver.
Within the transition time, the interconnect functions as
the load to the driver and as the input impedance to the
receiver. Thus, various transmission line effects, such as
reflection, crosstalk, and overshoot have to be taken into
consideration [2]. Depending on the structure, signal rise
time, and operating frequency, interconnects can be modeled
as lumped, distributed, or full-wave models.

The most important criterion employed for classifying
an interconnect is based on its electrical length. A wire
is considered to be electrically short if, at the highest
operating frequency of interest, the interconnect is much
shorter than the corresponding wavelength [2]. In general,
the highest operating frequency is determined by the rise
and fall times of the propagated signal. Even though the
frequency spectrum of a trapezoidal pulse is infinite, the
energy of the signal is concentrated in the lower part of the
spectrum and rapidly decreases with increasing frequencies.
Hence, the signal spectrum can be considered finite without
affecting the signal waveform. For this purpose, the concept
of significant frequency, fs, has been proposed to reduce the
complexity of the required information. For a trapezoidal

pulse, fs is defined as 0.34/tr, where tr represents the pulse
ramp time. Less than 15 % of the spectral components are
at higher frequencies than fs, and their overall magnitude is
very small [4]. In some cases, the more conservative limit
of 1/tr may be used [2].

At low frequencies, wires are electrically short, and
electromagnetic phenomena descriptions can be reduced to
electric models. Thus, interconnects can be accurately mod-
eled with lumped RC or RLC circuit models. However,
due to faster rise times and longer interconnect lengths,
the electrical length of interconnects becomes a significant
fraction of the operating wavelength and transmission line
effects must be taken into account. Lumped models be-
come inadequate and cannot accurately predict crosstalk,
rise time, or delay [4], [17]. Consequently, transmission
line models based on the transverse electromagnetic mode
(TEM) assumption are required. Moreover, when dimen-
sions are electrically large, the structure can be broken
into a set of electrically small substructures, each of them
equivalent to a lumped model based on the so-called per-
unit length (PUL) parameters. The PUL parameters of
inductance, capacitance and conductance are governed by
the fields external to the conductor and are determined as a
static solution to the Laplace equation in the transversal
plane of the line. In contrast, the entries in the PUL
resistance matrix are governed by the interior fields [17],
[18]. Thus, the PUL parameters contain the entire cross-
sectional structural dimensions of the interconnect.

The main assumption made to derive the so-called tele-
grapher’s equation [17] is that no field components exist in
the direction of propagation, which is the case when there
are losses neither in the conductors nor in the dielectric
material. Nevertheless, both conductors and dielectrics are
imperfect and small losses captured by the PUL resistance
parameter do exist. The medium may be lossy and not
violate the TEM assumption as long as it is homogeneous
[18]. Lossy conductors invalidate the TEM field structure
assumption, but if conductors are characterized by “small”
losses, it is still possible to find an approximate interpre-
tation in terms of quasi-static voltage and current in the
orthogonal plane, and therefore, an electrical model [17].
This assumption is referred to as quasi-TEM. In practical
situations, the interconnects may need to be modeled as
nonuniform lines, and in this case, the PUL parameters
are functions of the distance [2]. Details about different
analytical and numerical methods for determining the PUL
parameters can be found in [17], [18].

In the PEEC approach, the interconnects are subdivided
into small surface and volume elements. Partial inductances
and capacitances are computed from these elements and
the resulting circuit elements are combined with each other
into a complete PEEC circuit. For interconnect structure
sizes which are much smaller than the smallest wavelength
of interest, one can assume that the field instantly travels
through space from one point to another. The assumption
of quasi-stationarity allows a description of time dependent
fields from static field calculations. Thus, PEEC models are
RLC circuits where individual elements are extracted from
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Fig. 1. Distributed full RLMC interconnect model with resistance R, ground capacitance Cgnd, coupling capacitance Cc, self-inductance L, and
mutual inductance Mij,kl indicated by a dashed line, where i and k denote the wire and j and l the segment. So, M32,22 is the mutual inductance
between the second segment (j = 2) of the third wire (i = 3) and the second segment (l = 2) of the third wire (k = 2). For illustration purposes, device
symbols are given only for the first segment of the first wire and mutual inductances are only indicated for the first two segments of the first three wires.

the geometry using a quasi-static (non-retarded) solution of
Maxwell’s equations [2]. However, at very high frequencies
the PEEC model is inaccurate as it does not consider the
effect of the finite speed of light, i.e. retardation. Therefore,
the PEEC approach has been extended to geometries where
the size of the critical coupling distances is no longer short
compared to the wavelength. The retarded PEEC (rPEEC)
models include the retardation effect and provide a full-
wave solution [16], [19].

In order to efficiently and accurately determine the signal
characteristics of a bus, it is of utmost importance to choose
the most appropriate model for on-chip interconnects. Even
though a full-wave model would always give the correct
solution, such approaches are extremely computationally
extensive. There are several works in literature proposing
and dealing with qualitative and quantitative methods for
choosing the most appropriate interconnect model, i.e. an
accurate model of least complexity [2]–[5], [11], [16]–[24].
In the following, we present some of the most used methods
and figures of merit.

When the line capacitance becomes comparable to the
load capacitance, signal delay propagation cannot be ne-
glected anymore for a correct delay analysis. Additionally,
in the case of longer lines, signal propagation is worsened
due to the increasing line resistance, and therefore RC
models have to be employed. However, simple lumped RC
models can only be efficiently used if the interconnect
induced propagation delay is considerably smaller than the
rise time of the signal propagating through the interconnect.
Thus, the distributed nature of the line impedance would not
be modeled and the line has to be split into several cascaded
lumped segments. The propagation delay induced by each
of those segments tp,seg must be much shorter than the rise

time [2], [25], [26]. A typical acceptable delay through a
segment is tp,seg ≤ tr/10.

As mentioned in Section II, global lines are generally
wide and exhibit low resistance. The increase in clock fre-
quencies pushes the rise and fall times to steadily decreasing
values. Thus, the significant frequency is pushed into the
GHz domain. Therefore, the line inductance affects even
more the timing characteristics of on-chip interconnects and
has to be included into a precise model. The rise time to
be compared with the propagation time, tp, is the one for
the signal after the driver. Therefore, the input rise time
is not necessarily a well-suited parameter for selecting the
line model. Nevertheless, when the input rise time is much
greater than the propagation time, non-inductive models
can be used to simulate and check the value of the rise
time at the driver output. The inductive model is not to be
used if this approximate rise time is still greater than the
propagation time. Note that the rise time is often compared
to 2tp in order to consider reflection [17].

Apart from the ration between signal rise time and
time-of-flight, there is another important factor in correctly
determining the interconnect model to be employed: the
damping of the interconnect line [20]. The damping factor
of an RLC line is given by:

ξ =
τRC

2τLC

=
RtCt

2
√

CtLt

=
Rl

2

√

C

L
,

where R, L, and C are the resistance, inductance, and
capacitance per unit length respectively, l is the length of
the line, Rt, Lt, and Ct are the total resistance, inductance,
and capacitance of the line, respectively, and τRC and τLC

are the RC and LC time constants of the line, respectively.
When ξ decreases, which actually means that the effects due
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to reflections increase, the RC model becomes inaccurate.
In order to assess the possibility of ringing and thus the

need of an inductive model, one also has to compare the
driver impedance, Zd, with the characteristic impedance
of the line, Zl. The output impedance, Zo, of a line is
usually capacitive and, thus, very small compared to the
line impedance, Zo < Zl. Consequently, the condition for
ringing is Zd < Zo, and, thus, lower impedance drivers
are candidates which may need an inductive interconnect
model [17].

In [20], the following figures of merit, based on transmis-
sion line analysis, have been proposed. For an interconnect
of length l, inductance has to be considered if:

tr

2
√

LC
< l <

2

R

√

L

C
. (1)

This range depends upon the parasitic PUL impedances of
the interconnect and the rise time of the signal. This range
may be nonexistent in certain cases, namely if:

tr > 4
L

R
. (2)

When this condition holds, inductance is not important for
any interconnect length [20].

Basically, the abovementioned condition 1 is the conjunc-
tion of two rules. The rule on the right side ensures that
the equivalent RLC circuit is underdamped. The rule on
the left side has been introduced to ensure the waveform
agreement between the analytical solutions of the char-
acteristic impedance of the transmission line and its RC
approximation [4], [20]. Also, note that the term on the left
side, 2

√
LCl, is equal to twice the time required by the

electromagnetic wave to travel from one end of the line to
the other, that is twice the time-of-flight [4]. The process for
the selection of an inductive or non-inductive line model can
be found in form of an algorithmic scheme in [17], while
a more detailed method is presented in [4].

Briefly, we can also say that if the signal propagation
delay is much less than the rise time and long lines are
too lossy, inductance need not be taken into consideration.
In the case of short lines, the propagation time is too
small compared to the transition time, and, in general,
inductance is not important for any length if the effect of
attenuation comes into play before the effect due to the
rise time vanishes [20]. Nevertheless, the aforementioned
rules are rather loose, and when mutual inductance plays
an important role, finding such figures of merits is a very
tedious task and still under research.

IV. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

In this section we choose some typical scenarios for
global and intermediate buses and we will refer to the
previous section in order to choose the most appropriate
model. It is of utmost importance to choose an accurate
model, however of least possible complexity. We will see
in Sections V and VI that the choice of less complex but
not accurate enough model can finally lead to completely
different results and conclusions.

At high frequencies, each interconnect line exhibits not
only an associated self-inductance but also a corresponding
mutual inductance to all near and far neighboring lines.
Thus, interconnect models evolved from being ignored, to
the trivial lumped capacitive model, to the widely used
distributed RC model (resistance - capacitance) and later
to the distributed RLC model (RC with self-inductance).
Nowadays, the mutual inductances are also included in what
we call full RLC or RLMC models (RLC with mutual
inductance).

In Figure 1, a 3-segment RLMC model for a 5-bit wide
interconnect topology is shown. We can observe that for
the full RLMC model, we require N ·S resistances, N ·S
self-capacitances, (N − 1) ·S mutual capacitances, N ·S
self-inductances, and N ·S(N ·S−1)/2 mutual inductances,
or more precisely, inductive coupling coefficients, where N
denotes the number of conductors and S the number of
segments, which is increased with increasing wire length
to maintain sufficient accuracy. In order to reduce the
order of the RLMC model, several methods for making
the inductance matrix sparse have been proposed [12].
Nevertheless, in order to avoid stability problems, one has
to make sure that the sparsified matrix is positive definite.
Since our goal is to employ a precise but not necessarily
fast model, Model Order Reduction (MOR) techniques and
automatic generation of reduced accurate circuit models for
interconnects [27] are beyond the scope of this work. Con-
sequently, we employ the full RLMC model. Eventually,
we will show based on the rules of Section III that for the
chosen scenarios, this model is the one of least complexity
and also high accuracy.

Because of the symmetry of the 5-bit bus structure with
respect to the central signal wire, the “first” line may either
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Fig. 2. Parameter Extraction Flow. In addition to material constants
for metal (copper) and dielectric (SiO2) and discretization values for the
interconnect structure under consideration, the input data is specified by
the number of wires N , wire length l, wire width w, wire thickness t,
wire pitch p, and distance between two metal layers d.
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be the leftmost or rightmost bit. For convenience, however,
the first line will refer to the leftmost bit throughout our
discussions.

Classically, the analysis of the total delay induced by a
buffer driving an interconnect network has been addressed
by splitting the problem into two simpler ones: computa-
tion of buffer delay and intrinsic delay through the wire
(also referred to as time-of-flight). In order to determine
the equivalent delay of a buffer, the complete network
is abstracted as an equivalent load. The delay is then a
function of the input transition time and that equivalent
load. Key elements of this methodology are the estimation
of the equivalent (or effective) capacitance and the delay of
the wire. When inductive effects appear, this methodology
becomes much more complex and is still a matter of
research for the CAD community. Some efforts have been
put into characterizing the intrinsic delay of a buffer when
loading lines are dominated by inductive coupling [21],
[28]. In this work, we focus only on the intrinsic delay
of the wire.

The inductance of on-chip wires is not scalable with
length and no good approximation formula exists for the
mutual inductance between two parallel lines of unequal
length. Therefore, it is necessary to use a field solver, such
as FastHenry, in order to determine the inductive coupling
more accurately than with closed-form equations [29].

In this work, we model a 500 µm and a 1000 µm long
5-bit wide bus. Every line has been split into 10 segments.
The thickness, width, and spacing of the lines as well as the
distance to the lower and upper metal layers are all consid-
ered to be 1 µm. The values have been chosen according to
the upper layers characteristics of a typical 130 nm 1.8 V
technology. They represent typical scenarios for parallel
buses in global and intermediate parallel buses, as there can
appear, depending on the rise times, significant capacitive
and inductive coupling effects (see Section II). Note that, the
employed transistor models used to implement the buffers
also correspond to such a technological node.

Figure 2 illustrates the parameter extraction flow.
FastHenry [30] was used to extract the total resistances
and inductances. In order to obtain the required distributed
parameter values, the input file for FastHenry has been
adapted by splitting the five wires (N = 5), each of 1
mm length, into 10 segments (S = 10) closely spaced to
one another. Thus, 50 resistances, 50 line inductances, and
1225 mutual coupling coefficients have been extracted and
written into a SPICE netlist.

The total ground and coupling capacitances have been
computed with FastCap [31]. A total of 50 self-capacitances
and 40 mutual capacitances have been extracted and after-
wards used to complete the aforementioned SPICE netlist.

An approximate range for the driver impedance is of 50 to
300 Ω, as indicated in [17] The lines in our simulations are
driven by inverters with 75 Ω output resistance. Note that
for lower impedance drivers, there may be a greater need to
employ an inductive interconnect model which will become
even more apparent in smaller-size VDSM technologies.

At frequencies corresponding to rise times in the order
of picoseconds, there may be significant skin depth to be

considered [4]. We have therefore performed FastHenry
simulations which show the error in extracted interconnect
parameters as a function of frequency at increasing values
for volume discretization parameters. From these results, it
can be seen that for frequencies leading to rise times larger
than approximately 25 ps, the influence of the skin effect on
extracted interconnect parameters can be neglected—apart
from geometry and material constants, this value for the rise
times also depends on the desired accuracy of extracted
parameters. We have therefore restricted our simulations
to rise times larger than 25 ps and present results for
25 ps, 50 ps, 75 ps, and 100 ps, which correspond to
significant frequencies of 13.6 GHz, 6.8 GHz, 4.53 GHz,
and 3.4 GHz respectively. Note that the highest significant
frequency, 13.6 GHz, has a corresponding wavelength of
λ = 22.059 mm, which is much bigger than the maximum
simulated interconnect length of 1 mm. Thus, based on the
qualitative and quantitative measures given in Section III,
we can assume quasi-stationarity without any loss of accu-
racy and employ the non-retarded PEEC method.

The error involved with various discretizations of con-
ductors into segments was observed in further FastHenry
simulations to find the optimal trade-off between accuracy
and computation time. From these simulations we have
found the number of segments necessary for extracted
impedance parameters to converge to their final values
within a specified range. As an example, for a simulation
in which the number of segments is increased from 1 to
25, the errors in the signal delay computed with the three
investigated interconnect models for an input rise time of
25 ps are referenced to the case of an RLMC model with
the largest number of segments, considered to be the most
precise model in this case. Now, if we specify a maximum
value of 1 % for these errors, we find that, modeling
the topologies discussed in this text, 7 segments provide
sufficient accuracy and may be used for simulation. Be-
cause there is not much additional computational overhead
involved and above errors can be further reduced, we have
chosen 10 segments per wire of 1000 µm length for the
scenarios discussed. In this case, we observe a maximum
error of 0.6 %.

Nonetheless, the figures of merit proposed for line in-
ductance (see Section III) cannot be directly applied when
taking into account inductive coupling. Therefore, we per-
formed SPICE simulations that allow to compare three cases
of modeling an interconnect line, namely: a distributed
RC line, a distributed simple RLC line without mutual
inductances, and a distributed full RLMC line including
inductive coupling.

V. CROSSTALK AND TIMING

The electromagnetic fields surrounding each interconnect
wire interact with each other and induce undesired signals in
all the neighboring lines. When dealing with this unintended
interference designers refer to crosstalk or signal integrity.

A. Coupling Effects
The capacitive coupling effect is a “short-range” effect

as only the mutual capacitances between adjacent bus lines
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have a significant influence on crosstalk. On the contrary,
mutual inductance decays only slowly with bus-line spacing
making the inductive effect a “long-range” one [3], [32],
[33]. The inductive far-coupling effect can be observed
in Figure 3, which depicts the normalized inductive and
capacitive coupling between the first and all other lines of
a 20-bit wide signal bus for the distributed RLMC model
(due to the symmetry of the bus the first may be the leftmost
or rightmost bit). This figure clearly shows the rapid drop
in capacitive coupling between neighbors of higher order
compared to inductive coupling.

Normalized inductive coupling
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Figure 4 shows simulations of a 5-bit signal bus with
four lines held at ground and the remaining neighboring
line (aggressor) switching from 0 to 1. The voltage at the
far end of the quiet first (leftmost) line is then plotted as
a function of time and order of neighboring wire for the
three interconnect models investigated. The main conclusion
that can be drawn from Figures 4 a), b), and c) is that the
simple RLC model cannot accurately estimate crosstalk.
Additionally, it can be seen that the influence of capacitive
coupling is comparable to that of inductive coupling when
the first-order aggressor toggles. Nevertheless, for several
transition activity patterns, in the case of a toggle in
the fourth-order neighbor, the voltage glitch predicted by
inductive coupling may be even more than one order of
magnitude larger than the one predicted by the RLC and
RC models. More details about crosstalk noise for quiet
and switching lines can be found in [4], [34].

B. Signal Delay

Tables II and III show simulation results for the signal
delay in a 5-bit wide bus for the discussed interconnect
models as a function of rise times and several switching
patterns. From all possible switching patterns we selected
only the most representative for different types of overlay
between inductive and capacitive coupling, and for the
three employed interconnect models. Note that the patterns
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Fig. 4. Crosstalk at the far end of the quiet first line (leftmost bit) for a
toggling in neighbors of different order with an input signal rise time of
25 ps.
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TABLE II
SIGNAL DELAY IN LINE 3 FOR VARIOUS SWITCHING PATTERNS AND RISE TIMES WHEN WIRE LENGTH l = 500 µm.

Rise time Transition RC Delay RLC Delay RLMC Delay RC Error RLC Error

00↑00 8.8 ps 10.3 ps 11.2 ps – 2.4 ps – 21.4 % – 0.9 ps – 8.1 %
↑↑↑↑↑ 7.2 ps 8.6 ps 16.0 ps – 8.8 ps – 55.1 % – 7.4 ps – 46.6 %

25 ps ↓↓↑↓↓ 10.7 ps 12.4 ps 6.0 ps 4.7 ps 78.8 % 6.4 ps 107.0 %
↓↑↑↑↓ 7.3 ps 8.8 ps 10.0 ps – 2.7 ps – 26.8 % – 1.2 ps – 12.3 %
↑↓↑↓↑ 10.6 ps 12.1 ps 12.7 ps – 2.0 ps – 16.2 % – 0.5 ps – 4.2 %
00↑00 9.8 ps 10.1 ps 11.2 ps – 1.4 ps – 12.3 % – 1.1 ps – 9.5 %
↑↑↑↑↑ 7.7 ps 7.7 ps 13.0 ps – 5.3 ps – 40.9 % – 5.3 ps – 40.7 %

50 ps ↓↓↑↓↓ 11.9 ps 12.5 ps 7.7 ps 4.2 ps 54.2 % 4.7 ps 61.1 %
↓↑↑↑↓ 7.8 ps 7.9 ps 9.5 ps – 1.7 ps – 17.9 % – 1.6 ps – 17.2 %
↑↓↑↓↑ 11.8 ps 12.4 ps 12.9 ps – 1.1 ps – 8.3 % – 0.5 ps – 3.7 %
00↑00 10.0 ps 10.1 ps 10.2 ps – 0.2 ps – 2.2 % – 0.1 ps – 1.4 %
↑↑↑↑↑ 7.8 ps 7.7 ps 9.3 ps – 1.5 ps – 16.1 % – 1.6 ps – 16.9 %

75 ps ↓↓↑↓↓ 12.3 ps 12.4 ps 12.3 ps – 0.1 ps – 0.7 % 0.1 ps 0.7 %
↓↑↑↑↓ 7.8 ps 7.8 ps 8.3 ps – 0.4 ps – 5.3 % – 0.5 ps – 6.1 %
↑↓↑↓↑ 12.2 ps 12.4 ps 12.3 ps 0.0 ps – 0.4 % 0.2 ps 1.3 %
00↑00 10.1 ps 10.1 ps 9.5 ps 0.5 ps 5.6 % 0.6 ps 5.9 %
↑↑↑↑↑ 7.8 ps 7.8 ps 5.8 ps 2.0 ps 34.8 % 2.0 ps 35.0 %

100 ps ↓↓↑↓↓ 12.4 ps 12.4 ps 14.4 ps – 2.0 ps – 14.1 % – 2.0 ps – 14.0 %
↓↑↑↑↓ 7.8 ps 7.7 ps 7.3 ps 0.5 ps 6.7 % 0.4 ps 6.0 %
↑↓↑↓↑ 12.3 ps 12.4 ps 11.8 ps 0.6 ps 4.8 % 0.7 ps 5.6 %

TABLE III
SIGNAL DELAY IN LINE 3 FOR VARIOUS SWITCHING PATTERNS AND RISE TIMES WHEN WIRE LENGTH l = 1000 µm.

Rise time Transition RC Delay RLC Delay RLMC Delay RC Error RLC Error

00↑00 13.5 ps 17.0 ps 18.4 ps – 4.9 ps – 26.7 % – 1.4 ps – 7.5 %
↑↑↑↑↑ 10.5 ps 14.0 ps 27.9 ps – 17.4 ps – 62.2 % – 13.9 ps – 49.9 %

25 ps ↓↓↑↓↓ 17.4 ps 20.8 ps 9.1 ps 8.4 ps 92.7 % 11.7 ps 129.6 %
↓↑↑↑↓ 11.0 ps 14.4 ps 16.1 ps – 5.1 ps – 31.8 % – 1.7 ps – 10.5 %
↑↓↑↓↑ 16.8 ps 20.1 ps 21.1 ps – 4.3 ps – 20.3 % – 1.0 ps – 4.7 %
00↑00 15.4 ps 17.1 ps 19.5 ps – 4.0 ps – 20.7 % – 2.3 ps – 11.9 %
↑↑↑↑↑ 11.7 ps 13.0 ps 26.3 ps – 14.6 ps – 55.5 % – 13.3 ps – 50.6 %

50 ps ↓↓↑↓↓ 19.7 ps 22.0 ps 9.8 ps 9.9 ps 101.6 % 12.2 ps 125.0 %
↓↑↑↑↓ 12.1 ps 13.6 ps 16.5 ps – 4.4 ps – 26.6 % – 2.9 ps – 17.6 %
↑↓↑↓↑ 19.3 ps 21.5 ps 22.8 ps – 3.5 ps – 15.5 % – 1.4 ps – 5.9 %
00↑00 16.3 ps 17.0 ps 19.3 ps – 2.9 ps – 15.3 % – 2.2 ps – 11.5 %
↑↑↑↑↑ 12.0 ps 12.1 ps 23.0 ps – 11.0 ps – 47.7 % – 10.9 ps – 47.3 %

75 ps ↓↓↑↓↓ 20.8 ps 22.0 ps 12.4 ps 8.5 ps 68.5 % 9.6 ps 78.1 %
↓↑↑↑↓ 12.3 ps 12.5 ps 15.8 ps – 3.4 ps – 21.8 % – 3.3 ps – 21.2 %
↑↓↑↓↑ 20.6 ps 21.8 ps 22.9 ps – 2.4 ps – 10.3 % – 1.1 ps – 4.7 %
00↑00 16.7 ps 17.0 ps 18.4 ps – 1.7 ps – 9.0 % – 1.3 ps – 7.2 %
↑↑↑↑↑ 12.1 ps 12.0 ps 18.9 ps – 6.8 ps – 35.8 % – 6.9 ps – 36.5 %

100 ps ↓↓↑↓↓ 21.4 ps 22.0 ps 17.0 ps 4.3 ps 25.4 % 4.9 ps 28.8 %
↓↑↑↑↓ 12.4 ps 12.2 ps 14.6 ps – 2.2 ps – 15.2 % – 2.4 ps – 16.5 %
↑↓↑↓↑ 21.2 ps 21.9 ps 22.3 ps – 1.1 ps – 4.9 % – 0.4 ps – 1.9 %

correspond to the cases indicated in Section II. The absolute
and relative delay error for the RC and RLC models were
referenced to the delay obtained by the RLCM model.
For further discussions on signal delay and output rise
time, Figure 5 shows two particular cases from this set of
simulations where the waveform of the voltage at the far
end of the third signal wire is plotted against time for all
three interconnect models.

The inclusion of line inductance brings to light not only
overshoots and undershoots, which introduce large crosstalk

noise on neighboring lines, but also the increase of sig-
nal delay [4], [11]. Disregarding line inductance generally
results in underestimating the delay [11]. Nevertheless, as
seen in Figure 5 and in Tables II and III, the propagation
delay may increase or decrease compared to the RC model
prediction. Moreover, those delays are strongly correlated
to the input data pattern [33], [35], [36] and models are
required at higher levels of abstraction to include these
effects. For this purpose, we have developed a simple linear
delay model which accurately predicts signal delay in both
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Fig. 5. Effects of switching patterns 0↓↑↓0 and 00↑00 on signal delay and rise and fall times in the third line for RC, RLC, and RLMC modeling.

inductively and capacitively coupled VDSM interconnects
in [37].

Cao et al. [35] concluded that when taking into account
inductive coupling, worst case delay and noise are dom-
inated more by the switching pattern ↑↓↑↓↑ than of the
↓↓↑↓↓ one. Furthermore, Tu et al. [36] showed that the
former switching pattern becomes the worst case scenario
with increasing wire capacitance. However, for smaller
coupling capacitance the worst case pattern was reported
to change to ↑↑↑↑↑.

Tables II and III show that, for our simulation settings,
the best case switching patterns for the RC model are the
worst case patterns for the RLMC model and vice-versa.
Depending on the switching pattern, the simple RLC model
is closer to either the RC or RLMC model. The signal
delay is predicted by the RC model with an error varying
between –55.1 % and 78.8 % for l = 500 µm and between
–62.2 % and 101.6 % for l = 1000 µm with respect to the
RLMC model.

In the case of capacitively dominated coupling, a tran-
sition in an aggressor in the opposite direction increases
the total capacitance that the victim has to charge and
the transition is thus slowed down. On the contrary, in
inductively coupling dominated lines, a transition of an
aggressor in the same direction induces a current flowing
in the opposite direction to the one in the victim line.
Consequently, the effective current decreases and the delay
increases.

Using data from Table II, Figure 6 a) shows a bar plot of
the signal delay for three different values for the input rise
time. The three patterns depicted were chosen based on the
following reasoning: the first pattern, 00↑00, included as a
reference, is considered to be a “neutral” case which does
not have a significant impact on signal delay. The second
pattern, ↑↑↑↑↑, is the best case pattern for the signal delay
predicted by the RC model, but the worst case for a highly
inductive RLMC interconnect system. The opposite holds
for the switching pattern ↓↓↑↓↓, which is the best case for

the RLMC model, but the worst case for the RC model.
For the sake of completeness, it is also important to mention
here, that the value of the far-end load capacitance may
significantly influence the inductive behavior of the line as
indicated in Section III.

Because inductance effects generally become less impor-
tant with decreasing signal frequencies, one would expect a
change in the worst case switching patterns for the RLMC
model with varying frequencies. This situation is indicated
in Figure 6 a). In this figure, we can observe a decrease in
the signal delay caused by the pattern ↑↑↑↑↑ and an increase
in the signal delay due to the pattern ↓↓↑↓↓ with increasing
rise times and, thus, decreasing significant frequencies. A
different approach to show this change in worst case patterns
for the RLMC model is indicated by Figure 6 b). In this
figure, the input rise time is held at a constant value while
the ground and coupling capacitances in the netlist used
for SPICE simulations are successively increased from their
original values up to five times that value. On the one hand,
one can observe the expected general increase in signal
delay with increasing capacitances. On the other hand, one
can see that the delay caused by the pattern ↓↓↑↓↓ takes over
the delay caused by ↑↑↑↑↑ at a certain point, thus clearly
showing the greater impact of capacitance than inductance
on timing from this point onward. The technological reason
behind such an increase in capacitance, particularly in
the case of coupling capacitance, is the aforementioned
interconnect scaling. Because scaling has a more significant
influence on the lateral dimensions of interconnects, the
aspect ratio between adjacent signal wires tends to increase
and, thus, does the capacitive coupling between these wires
for local interconnect. However, for global wires the width
tends to be increased, thereby reducing their resistance and
resulting in a more inductive behavior. As already discussed
in Section II, one can basically differentiate between three
different cases in terms of strength and nature of coupling
for global and intermediate interconnects, and Figures 6 a)
and b) are also shown to provide more insight into this issue.
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Fig. 6. Effects of rise time and wire capacitance on worst case switching patterns and signal delay for the RLMC model.

C. Rise and Fall Times

Previous work showed that when including in the em-
ployed interconnect models only line inductances, the rise
and fall times of the signal waveforms improve as the
inductance effects increase [11]. Nevertheless, when taking
into account the coupling inductance, the statement does not
hold. The rise time has been computed as the difference
between the time instances when the signal reaches 90%
and 10% of the final value, respectively.

Table IV and Figure 5 show opposite effects with respect
to different lines in the case of the same data toggling
context. For instance, in the first case, the rise time in line
3 is predicted with an error of 17.42% by the RC model
while in the second case, the introduced error is –31.40%.
Thus, rise and fall times (and hence short-circuit induced
power consumption) strongly depend on the data toggling
pattern. It is important to add that RLC models generally
fail to accurately predict rise and fall times and introduce
significant errors. Consequently, the inclusion of inductive
coupling in the interconnect model is of paramount impor-
tance for accurate rise time estimation.

VI. POWER CONSUMPTION

According to the dependency on the temporal variation
of the input signals, power consumption in digital CMOS

TABLE IV
OUTPUT RISE TIMES FOR LINE 3 FOR INPUT RISE TIMES OF 50 PS.

Transition RC RLC RLMC

00↑00 54.6 ps 41.1 ps 46.5 ps
0↓↑↓0 61.4 ps 43.7 ps 89.5 ps
↓↓↑↓↓ 60.6 ps 43.2 ps 11.0 ps
↓↑↑↑↓ 46.9 ps 38.2 ps 41.6 ps
↑↓↑↓↑ 62.3 ps 44.2 ps 50.9 ps
↑↑↑↑↑ 47.2 ps 38.3 ps 32.4 ps

circuits can be classified in two main categories, namely
dynamic power consumption and static power consump-
tion. Dynamic power consumption arises from the transient
behavior of the input signals and is associated with two
main phenomena: the capacitive switching current caused
by the loading and unloading of internal capacitances,
and the short-circuit current generated when a direct path
between the supply voltage and ground appears. Moreover,
VDSM CMOS technologies exhibit a steady leakage current
even when transitions do not occur [38]. Nonetheless, this
component of power consumption is still small in the case
of interconnects in a 130 nm technological node, so it is
not taken into consideration in this work.

The switching component of power dissipation corre-
sponds to the amount of energy needed to completely charge
the parasitic capacitors and is given by fCV 2

dd, where f is
the switching frequency, C indicates the parasitic capacitors,
and Vdd denotes the power supply. However, this is true
only when the transient state is over. Otherwise, there is
still a current flowing through the inductances when the
next transition occurs, the voltage on the capacitors is not
necessarily settled, and therefore some energy is stored in
these elements. Simulations showed, that in the case of an
RLMC interconnect model, very small differences in the
switching power dissipated exclusively in the lines may ap-
pear. Nevertheless, those discrepancies are getting important
only when switching occurs very fast. In those situations,
our simulations showed that the signals are degraded to
such an extent which makes them unacceptable anyway. In
brief, we can say that switching power consumption does
not depend on inductive effects, but only on the ground and
coupling capacitance [3].

For the purpose of analyzing the power consumption in
interconnects, inductive effects can be neglected. Let us
therefore consider, an interconnect structure modeled by an
RC network. Assuming that the wires toggle synchronously
with a complete swing of the supply voltage, Vdd, the mean
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energy consumption, Êi, in line i can be written as:

Êi =
V 2

dd

2

(

Cgndltt + 2Cclts
)

, (3)

where l is the length of the lines and

tt = 2E
[

b+

i ∆bi

]

(4)

ts = E
[

b+

i (2∆bi − ∆bi−1 − ∆bi+1)
]

(5)

are, as defined in [39], the temporal transition activity re-
sponsible for charging and discharging the PUL capacitance
Cgnd and the spatial equivalent activity which is responsi-
ble for charging and discharging the PUL capacitance Cc

respectively. Basically, because of the capacitive coupling,
more capacitance needs to be charged and discharged than
just the ground capacitance when a toggle occurs. However,
depending on the toggling or non-toggling on the line itself
and on the first order neighbors, a driver of a line could
consume a maximum of energy for charging four times
the coupling capacitance or receive an energy equivalent to
charging two times the coupling capacitance. As mentioned
in [3], the power consumption due to capacitive coupling in
non-synchronously toggling interconnects is slightly smaller
because of the induced dynamic delay.

The switching component of power consumption is inde-
pendent of the rise and fall times of the input waveforms.
However, direct current paths between Vdd and ground
appear exactly during the rise and the fall of input signals.
The short-circuit power can be approximated in first term
by:

Psc =
β

12
(Vdd − VTHn − |VTHp|)

3 τ
tt
T

, (6)

where T is the clock period, τ is the transition time of
the input signal at the load gate, VTHn and VTHp are the
threshold voltages of the NMOS and the PMOS transistors,
respectively, and β is a technological parameter which has
a very small dependence on τ [5], [38]–[42].

For interconnects modeled only by line inductances,
previous work showed that the rise and fall times of signal
waveforms improve as the inductance effects increase [11].
Nevertheless, when taking into account the coupling induc-
tance, the statement does not remain true. As previously
mentioned, Table IV and Figure 5 show opposite effects
with respect to different bus models in the case of the same
data toggling context.

Because of important overshoots and undershoots, simu-
lations proved that the overall short-circuit power consump-
tion does not necessarily have to decrease, as spurious short-
circuit currents can appear whenever a sufficiently big spike
opens the complementary transistors [33].

In order to assure high performance, long resistive in-
terconnects are driven by repeaters. Those repeaters are
generally large gates and are responsible for a notable
part of the total power consumption. When not taking into
account the mutual inductances, as line inductance effects
increase, the optimum number of repeaters for minimum
propagation delay decreases [5], [11]. Moreover, fewer and
smaller repeaters result in a significant reduction of the
dynamic power consumption in the repeaters. Nonetheless,

as seen in section V, the worst case signal delay predicted by
an RLMC interconnect model degrades dramatically com-
pared to the signal delay resulted in simulations of an RLC
model. Thus, in inductively coupled on-chip interconnects,
the optimum number of repeaters is generally higher than
the number predicted by an RLC model and the expected
savings in area and power consumption are therefore too
optimistic.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper analyzed the effects on timing and power
consumption in typical global and intermediate parallel
buses when taking into account both inductive and capac-
itive coupling between the lines of the bus. We compared
the results of three sets of simulations for three different
distributed bus models: RC, RLC, and RLMC. For the
third set of simulations, a full RLMC model was used,
allowing thus to run very accurate simulations.

For parameters like crosstalk, signal delay, rise and fall
times serious errors of the RC and RLC models with
respect to the RLMC one have been reported. Those
models introduce important errors in predicting the most
important crosstalk and timing related parameters, which
strongly depend on the transition activity pattern. Moreover,
the worst case and best case switching patterns are not
only different for the three models, but also depend on the
geometrical interconnect structure. The power consumption
however, is barely affected by inductive coupling effects
with the exception of short-circuit power consumption,
which actually represents a small fraction of the total
switching power.

The worst and best case switching patterns for those
parameters differ significantly as a function of the employed
interconnect model and that simple models including only
coupling capacitances and line inductances fail to accurately
predict the worst and best cases for the toggling patterns.
Because of the different possible magnitude of the two
couplings, the worst case and best case toggling patterns
vary in a very complex manner. Hence, we considered var-
ious scenarios, such that inductive and capacitive coupling
can interact in several ways and produce therefore different
worst and best case toggling patterns. The characteristics of
this overlay is decisive in finding the best and worst case
pattern. In addition, we have shown that the figures of merit
developed for line inductance do not hold when inductive
coupling becomes important and more conservative rules
should be used in this case for the selection of an accurate
model.
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